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Introduction.

Certain unique issues arise when leasing from trusts, estates and other
artiﬁcial entities. For example, what authority does a ﬁduciary have as a
lessor or lessee? Do the terms of the trust or will control in every instance
or are there certain statutory requirements that cannot be amended by the
instrument? If a lease dispute arises involving a trust or estate, where must the
legal action be ﬁled? This chapter explores these and other issues associated
with leasing from trusts and estates under the laws of Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Ohio. The differences among the three jurisdictions are also
examined. In addition, this chapter contains speciﬁc information about West
Virginia’s new Uniform Trust Code, applicable to West Virginia trusts as
of July 1, 2011.

§12.02.		 Pennsylvania.
[1] — Statutory Authority and Limitations.
[a] — Trusts.
On July 7, 2006, the Governor of Pennsylvania signed Senate Bill
660 into law as Act 98 of 2006. This statute codiﬁed the law of trusts in
Pennsylvania into a new Chapter 77 of the Pennsylvania Probate, Estates &
Fiduciaries Code (Title 20 of Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes).
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